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1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, a detailed description of the algorithms for the
‘algcurves’ package in Maple was presented. As discussed there, the pack-
age is able to handle general algebraic curves with coe!cients given as exact
arithmetic expressions, a restriction due to the use of exact integer arithmetic.
Coe!cients in terms of floating point numbers, i.e., the representation of dec-
imal numbers of finite length on a computer, can in principle be handled, but
the floating point numbers have to be converted to rational numbers. This can
lead to technical di!culties in practice. One also faces limitations if one wants
to study families of Riemann surfaces, where the coe!cients in the algebraic
equation defining the curve are floating point numbers depending on a set
of parameters, i.e., if one wants to explore modular properties of Riemann
surfaces as in the examples discussed below. An additional problem in this
context can be computing time since the computation of the Riemann ma-
trix uses the somewhat slow Maple integration routine. Thus, a more e!cient
computation of the Riemann matrix is interesting if one wants to study fami-
lies of Riemann surfaces or higher genus examples which are computationally
expensive.

Modular properties of Riemann surfaces are of interest in many fields of
mathematics and physics. Numerical methods can be helpful to explore re-
lated questions and to visualize the results. Examples in this context are
determinants of Laplacians on Riemann surfaces which appear for instance
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in conformal field theories, see [QS97] for an overview. Interesting related
questions are the existence of extremal points of the determinants and their
global properties. A numerical study of these aspects for the determinant of
the Laplacian in the Bergman metric on Riemann surfaces of genus 2 was
presented in [KKK09]. The surfaces of genus 2 are known to be all hyper-
elliptic which simplifies the analysis, but the modular space has already six
real dimensions. Thus, a numerical study of modular spaces requires e!cient
algorithms even in low genus.

The modular dependence of Riemann surfaces is also important in the
asymptotic description of so-called dispersive shocks, highly oscillatory re-
gions in solutions to purely dispersive equations such as the Korteweg-de Vries
(KdV) and the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS). These equations have
almost periodic solutions in terms of multi-dimensional theta functions associ-
ated to hyperelliptic Riemann surfaces whose branch points are constant with
respect to the physical coordinates. Since the dispersionless equations corre-
sponding to KdV and NLS have shock solutions, the limit of small dispersion
leads to rapidly modulated oscillations in the solutions in the vicinity of these
shocks. According to Lax and Levermore [LL83], Venakides [Ven85] and De-
ift, Venakides and Zhou [DVZ97], the asymptotic description of the rapidly
modulated oscillations in the dispersive shock is given by the exact solution
to the KdV equation on a family of elliptic surfaces, where, however, the
branch points depend on the physical coordinates via the Whitham equations
[Whi66, Whi74]. A numerical implementation for these so-called single phase
solutions was given in [GK07]. Multiphase solutions arising in the asymp-
totic description of solutions to initial data with several extrema are given
in terms of hyperelliptic KdV solutions, see [GT02]. A numerical analysis of
such cases would imply the use of an e!cient code for families of hyperel-
liptic curves as given in [FK06]. In the asymptotic description of dispersive
shocks for the focusing NLS equation, hyperelliptic curves appear generically,
see [KMM03, TVZ04]. In the case of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equa-
tion [KP70], a completely integrable 2+1-dimensional generalization of the
KdV equation, exact algebro-geometric solutions can be constructed on ar-
bitrary compact Riemann surfaces, see e.g. [BBE+94]. It is unclear which
surfaces appear in the asymptotic description of dispersive shocks in the KP
equation as numerically studied in [KSM07]. Possibly modular properties of
non-hyperelliptic surfaces will play a role in this context.

Families of hyperelliptic curves, where the branch points depend on the
physical coordinates, also appear in exact solutions for the Ernst equation.
This equation has many applications in mathematics such as the theory of
Bianchi surfaces, and physics such as general relativity, see [KR05] for ref-
erences. Hyperelliptic solutions to the Ernst equation were found by Ko-
rotkin [Kor89]. A numerical implementation of these solutions was given in
[FK01, FK04]. The Einstein-Maxwell equations in the presence of two com-
muting Killing vectors are equivalent to the electro-magnetic Ernst equations.
The latter have solutions on three-sheeted coverings of CP 1 (which are in
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general not hyperelliptic) with branch points depending on the physical coor-
dinates, see [Kor89, Kle03].

To be able to study numerically modular properties of Riemann surfaces,
an e!cient implementation of the algorithms with floating point coe!cients
would therefore be helpful. Such an approach can use similar algorithms as a
symbolic approach, but faces specific problems due to the inexact represen-
tation of the coe!cients in the algebraic equations defining the curves. We
present here a Matlab implementation which can basically handle the same
tasks as the ‘algcurves’ package, but which uses the numerically optimal in-
tegration procedure, the Gauss quadrature. Matlab has access to symbolic
computation by calling Maple, but this requires the presence of the latter and
the Matlab Symbolic Math Toolbox. To obtain a standalone version and to
allow for maximal e!ciency, we do not use any symbolic computation here.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first purely numerical approach to
general algebraic curves [FK09]. Since the algorithms of the algcurves package
were discussed in detail in the previous chapter, we will concentrate here on
di"erent approaches and on Matlab specific adaptions.

The chapter is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we determine the critical
points of an algebraic curve, i.e., branch points and singular points, via the
multroot package. These points appear in our finite precision approach as
zeros of a polynomial with inexact coe!cients. Dealing with such polynomials
is numerically a delicate problem. In the Maple implementation (see Chap. 2)
this di!culty is avoided by the use of exact arithmetic. Here we use the Mat-
lab package multroot which provides an e!cient way to deal with zeros of
polynomials with inexact coe!cients. In Sect. 3 we compute the Puiseux ex-
pansions at the singular points via the Newton polygon. These expansions
are used in Sect. 4 to determine a basis of the holomorphic one-forms. The
monodromy of the algebraic curve is determined in Sect. 5 in a similar way as
in Maple: the algebraic equation for the curve is solved at a set of points on
contours avoiding the critical points. These points are those appearing in the
numerical integration, the collocation points of the Gauss quadrature. The
computation of the integrals of the holomorphic di"erentials is then only a
matrix multiplication at negligible computational cost. A canonical basis of
the homology is found in Sect. 6 via the Tretko"-Tretko" algorithm [TT84] as
in Maple. The periods of the holomorphic 1-forms are computed for this basis.
In Sect. 8 we discuss the numerical performance and convergence properties
in dependence of the numerical resolution in the integration. Since the com-
putational cost turns out to be mainly due to the solution of the algebraic
equation on the collocation points, the algorithm is considerably more e!-
cient in cases where the equation can be solved explicitly as for hyperelliptic
curves. Since the latter appear in many applications, we present a code to deal
with general hyperelliptic curves in Sect. 9. In Sect. 10 we use the character-
istic quantities of the Riemann surface such as the Riemann matrix obtained
above to compute multi-dimensional theta functions. This allows for an e!-
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cient computation of solutions to certain completely integrable equations as
NLS, which we discuss as an example in Sect. 11.

2 Branch points and singular points

In Chap. 1 it was shown that all compact Riemann surfaces can be repre-
sented as compactifications of non-singular algebraic curves. As in the previ-
ous chapters we consider plane algebraic curves C defined as a subset in C2,
C = {(x, y) ! C2|f(x, y) = 0), where f(x, y) is an irreducible polynomial in x
and y,

f(x, y) =
M!

i=1

N!

j=1

aijx
iyj =

N!

j=1

aj(x)yj . (1)

We assume that not all aiN vanish and that N is thus the degree of the
polynomial in y. The degree in x and y, i.e., the maximum of i + j for non-
vanishing aij is denoted by d.

In this chapter we will always study the Riemann surface arising from
solving (1) for y. In general position, for each x there are N distinct solutions
yn corresponding to the N sheets of the Riemann surface. At the points where
fy(x, y) vanishes, there are less than N distinct solutions and thus less than
N sheets. These points are either branch points or singularities. The points
where f(x, y) = 0 and fy(x, y) = 0 are given by the zeros of the resultant R(x)
of Nf " fyy and fy, the discriminant of the curve. The resultant is given in
terms of the 2N #2N Sylvester determinant; for the explicit form see eq. (24)
in Chap. 2.4 .

The algebraic curve is completely characterized by the matrix aij in (1),
which is one reason why a matrix-based language such as Matlab is con-
venient for a numerical treatment of algebraic curves. Each entry in the
Sylvester determinant is one of the functions aj(x) =

"M
i=1 aijxi depend-

ing on x and thus by itself a vector of length M . Therefore, the computation
of the determinant involves convolutions of these vectors which are known
to be equivalent to products in Fourier space. To compute the resultant, we
build the Sylvester determinant of the discrete Fourier transforms of the vec-
tors an = (a1n, . . . , aMn)T . Each vector in this determinant is divided by N
for numerical reasons. The determinant is obtained in Fourier space, and the
resultant follows from this via an inverse Fourier transform.

The roots of the resulting polynomial give the x coordinates of the points,
where f(x, y) = fy(x, y) = 0. Since, in contrast to Maple, we use finite pre-
cision arithmetic, rounding errors occur. We will thus round all numerical
results to a certain number of digits which are limited by the machine pre-
cision in Matlab4. Typically we aim at a precision Tol which can be freely
chosen between 10!10 and 10!14.
4 Matlab works with double precision, i.e., with 16 digits; thus, machine precision

is typically limited to the order of 10!14 because of rounding errors.
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Root finding in Matlab is possible via the roots function. It uses e!cient
algorithms to find the eigenvalues of the so-called companion matrix, i.e., the
matrix which has the studied polynomial as the characteristic polynomial. The
eigenvalues are determined to machine precision which does not mean, how-
ever, that the zeros of the polynomial with coe!cients within roundo" error
are determined with machine precision. Problems occur if there are multiple
roots or roots which are almost identical. It is well known that the computa-
tion of multiple roots is a long standing numerical challenge, see for instance
[Zen04] for references. The most common approaches in this context use mul-
tiprecision arithmetic, i.e., more than 16 digits, and need exact coe!cients of
the polynomials. However, if the coe!cients of the polynomials are not exact,
but obtained by truncating the floating point numbers, this will inhibit the
identification the correct multiple roots. Finite precision in the coe!cients of
the polynomial turns multiple roots into clusters of simple roots. Consider
for example the case of the Klein curve, the curve of lowest genus with the
maximal number of automorphisms, in the form

y7 = x(x " 1)2 . (2)

The resultant for this curve has the form R(x) = x6(x" 1)12. After rounding,
our procedure gives the correct coe!cients of the polynomial up to machine
precision, but instead of the root at 1 with multiplicity 12 roots(R(x)) re-
turns the following cluster of roots,

1.1053 + 0.0297i
1.1053 - 0.0297i
1.0736 + 0.0790i
1.0736 - 0.0790i
1.0224 + 0.1032i
1.0224 - 0.1032i
0.9686 + 0.0980i
0.9686 - 0.0980i
0.9264 + 0.0686i
0.9264 - 0.0686i
0.9037 + 0.0245i
0.9037 - 0.0245i,

a result which is obviously useless for our purposes.
This means that in our fully numerical approach to algebraic curves we

need a reliable way to find the zeros of a polynomial with non-exact coef-
ficients. Such a way exists in the form of Zeng’s Matlab package multroot.
As discussed in more detail in [Zen04], two algorithms are used by multroot
to achieve this goal: The first algorithm identifies tentatively the multiplic-
ity of the roots, the second uses a Newton iteration to determine the roots
corresponding to this multiplicity structure to machine precision. The code
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provides an estimation of the forward and backward error5 and varies with the
multiplicity structure to minimize the backward error. The multroot package
is very e!cient. For the above example of the Klein curve (2), it finds the
two zeros 0 and 1 with multiplicity 6 and 12, respectively. Rounding is impor-
tant in this context. The standard way to call multroot is with a precision of
10!10 of the coe!cients, which is what we do. This can be changed if needed
by hand, which is also possible for certain control parameters in the iteration
as explained in the multroot [Zen04] documentation to which the reader is
referred for details.

If the coe!cients of the studied polynomials reach the order of 1010 or
if the degree of the polynomials gets very high (of the order of 100), the
restriction to machine precision in Matlab imposes obvious limitations on the
possibility to identify the correct roots. This is typically the case for curves
with singularities of high order. In these situations, which are beyond what
we want to study here, the ratio of the estimated forward to backward error
will be high, and the results for the roots will not be reliable. If this ratio
is greater than 103, a warning will be given. The code will still try compute
the characteristic quantities of a Riemann surface, but will in general fail to
produce correct results. In certain cases a modification of the input parameters
of multroot will lead to the correct multiplicity of the roots. An alternative is
to provide the correct roots of the resultant, for instance via a mixed symbolic
and numerical approach, and to continue the computation with these (to this
end one has to provide a vector with the zeros of the resultant and a vector
with the singular points). The code will also produce a warning if the ratio of
smallest to largest distance between two roots is smaller than 10!3 since this
might lead to accuracy problems in the ensuing computation.

An approach to algebraic curves based on finite precision floating point
numbers obviously faces limitations, but as we will show in the following, these
restrictions are not severe. All singular points correspond to multiple roots of
the resultant. We are mainly interested in the study of modular properties
of generic Riemann surfaces of low genus, i.e., of curves which are regular or
do not have singularities corresponding to zeros of very high multiplicity of
the resultant. In these cases the purely numerical approach presented here
works well and is considerably more e!cient than mixed symbolic-numeric
approaches.

Given the multiplicity of the roots of the resultant, the code determines
the singular points, i.e., the points with f(x, y) = fx(x, y) = fy(x, y) = 0.
All roots xs with a multiplicity greater than one are tested in this context:

the equation fy(xs, y) is solved via multroot for y. For every root y(n)
s with

f(xs, y
(n)
s ) = 0, it is checked whether fx(xs, y

(n)
s ) = 0. All computations are

5 As usual the forward error for the approximation of the value of a function k(x) at
some given point x via an approximate function k̃(x) is defined as the di!erence
k(x)! k̃(x); the backward error is defined as the di!erence x̃! x, where x̃ is the
value for which k(x̃) = k̃(x).
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carried out with the prescribed precision Tol, and the check whether a relation
for a given root is satisfied is carried out with a precision Tol $ 102 to take
care of a loss of accuracy due to rounding. In this way we find all finite branch
points (the zeros of the resultant) and singularities unless multroot produced
a warning.

To determine the singular behavior of the curve f(x, y) = 0 at infinity, we
proceed similarly as the Maple package: we introduce homogeneous coordi-
nates X, Y, Z via x = X/Z, y = Y/Z in (1) and get

F (X, Y, Z) = Zdf(X/Z, Y/Z) = 0 . (3)

Infinite points of the algebraic curve are given by Z = 0, for the finite points
one can choose Z = 1. Singular points at infinity satisfy FX(X, Y, 0) =
FY (X, Y, 0) = FZ(X, Y, 0) = 0. We first check for such points with Y %= 0
which implies we can put Y = 1 without loss of generality. The roots of
FX(X, 1, 0) = 0 are determined via multroot. It is then checked as above
whether they also satisfy FY (X, 1, 0) = 0 and FZ(X, 1, 0) = 0. This analy-
sis identifies all singular points with Y %= 0, but not the ones with Y = 0
and X %= 0. In the latter case we can put X = 1 and check whether
FX(1, 0, 0) = FY (1, 0, 0) = FZ(1, 0, 0) = 0. The singularities are given by
the code in homogeneous coordinates in the form sing = [Xs, Ys, Zs].

In what follows we will always consider the curve

f(x, y) = y3 + 2x3y " x7 = 0 , (4)

which was already analyzed in the previous chapter as an example for the
various aspects of the code, if necessary complemented by further curves. For
(4) we find the finite branch points6

bpoints =
-0.3197 - 0.9839i
0.8370 - 0.6081i

-1.0346
0
0.8370 + 0.6081i

-0.3197 + 0.9839i

and two singularities,

sing =
0 0 1 4
0 1 0 9

corresponding to x = y = 0 and Y = 1, X = Z = 0. The last column
corresponds to the delta invariant at the respective singularity, for a definition
of which we refer to the previous chapter and a more detailed explanation
below.
6 For the ease of representation we only give 4 digits here though Matlab works

internally with 16 digits.
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3 Puiseux Expansions

To desingularize an algebraic curve, i.e., to obtain an atlas of local coordinates
for the Riemann surface corresponding to the algebraic curve, we use series
y(x) with rational exponents in the vicinity of the singular point, just as in
the previous chapter. These Puiseux expansions are calculated up to the order
necessary to identify all sheets of the Riemann surface near the singularities.
They are used as local coordinates in the vicinity of these points which will
provide part of an atlas for the description of the Riemann surface as a smooth
manifold. The procedure is analogous to the introduction of local coordinates
at infinity for the example of hyperelliptic curves in Sect. 1.1.1.

We can restrict the analysis to singularities at (0, 0) for the following rea-
son: For a singular point (xs, ys), we consider the curve f̃(x̃, ỹ) = 0 obtained
from f(x, y) = 0, where f̃(x̃, ỹ) = f(xs+x̃, ys+ ỹ). The curve f̃(x̃, ỹ) = 0 obvi-
ously has a singular point at (0, 0). At infinity we consider Puiseux expansions
in the homogeneous coordinates with the same approach. For the following
considerations we will drop the tilde and assume that (0, 0) is a singular point
of the algebraic curve given by f(x, y) =

"
n,m anmxnym = 0. We write the

Puiseux expansions in the form

x = tr , y = !1t
s1(1 + !2t

s2(1 + !3t
s3(1 + . . .))) , (5)

where r, s1, s2, . . . ! N, and where !i ! C for i = 1, 2, . . .. Let y = 0 be a
zero of order m for the equation f(0, y) = 0. To identify all sheets in the
vicinity of the singular point (0, 0), m inequivalent expansions of the form (5)
are needed:

x = tr
(n)

, y = !(n)
1 ts

(n)
1 (1 + !(n)

2 ts
(n)
2 (1 + !(n)

3 ts
(n)
3 (1 + . . .))) , (6)

n = 0, 1, . . . , m, where r(n), s(n)
1 , s(n)

2 , . . . ! N, and where !(n)
i ! C for i =

1, 2, . . . and n = 0, 1, . . . , m. We define the singular part of a Puiseux expansion
as the part of the series up to the order where all sheets in the vicinity of the

singularity are uniquely identified, i.e., the terms in (6) up to the ts
(n)
i with the

smallest index i such that there are m distinct values for the corresponding

!(n)
i .

In Maple one obtains the singular part by the command

puiseux(f,x=0,y,0,t).

Although our implementation is in principle suited to give arbitrary orders
of the Puiseux expansion, we will only need the singular part to determine
the holomorphic di"erentials on the Riemann surface. Therefore, we will not
consider higher orders in the series. In the code, the expansion is done via
the Newton polygon, the convex hull of the points (k, l) in R2 such that the
coe!cients akl from (1) do not vanish as explained in the previous chapter.
For the Puiseux expansion we need only the part of the polygon between the
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axes and a line with negative slope closest to them. This is conveniently done
by treating the points with non-vanishing akl as points zj = k + il in the
complex plane.

To construct the polygon, we start with the point zj0 with smallest imag-
inary part among those with smallest real part. Then the code finds the next
vertex of the polygon by considering the argument of the di"erence zj " zj0 ;
the minima of these values in [""/2, 0] gives the vertex. The procedure is
iterated until the horizontal axis is reached or until there is no more vertex
found. The slopes of these lines are equal to r(n)/s(n)

1 in (6). From these one

obtains r(n) and s(n)
1 uniquely by choosing them to be coprime. To obtain the

values of !(n)
1 , we substitute x = tr

(n)

and y = !(n)
1 ts

(n)
1 in f(x, y) = 0. The

lowest order terms in t must vanish in the resulting equation which leads to

a polynomial relation for the !(n)
1 . This relation is solved as in the previous

section with multroot.
We are interested here only in the values of !(n)

1 which are non-zero. If the

number of distinct non-zero !(n)
1 obtained in this way for all the edges of the

part of the Newton polygon considered here is equal to m (the order of the
zero at y = 0 in f(x, y) = 0), the singular part of the Puiseux expansion is
identified. If not, we put

x = x̂r(n)

, y = !(n)
1 x̂s

(n)
1 (1 + ŷ) (7)

in f(x, y) = 0 and obtain the algebraic curve f̂(x̂, ŷ) = 0 which is again
singular at (0, 0). With this curve we proceed as before to construct the New-

ton polygon and to find the Puiseux expansions of the form x̂ = tr̂
(n)

and

ŷ = !(n)
2 ts

(n)
2 + . . .. The procedure is iterated until the singular part of the

Puiseux expansion for the original curve f(x, y) = 0 is identified.

Remark 1. Duval [Duv89] gave an algorithm for rational Puiseux expansions,

i.e, expansions with rational !(n)
i . Since we are here interested in an entirely

numerical approach, rational Puiseux expansions do not o"er an advantage
even in cases where they are applicable. Notice that the exponents r(n) and

s(n)
i are determined exactly nonetheless since they are integers. Accuracy prob-

lems appear when the algebraic curve has to be transformed in the course of
the computation: first when the singularity is not at (0, 0), and second when
one goes to higher order in the Puiseux expansions. In both cases binomial
coe!cients appear in the expansion of terms of the form (x + xs)N which
grow rapidly with N . Since we work with double precision, the unavoidable

numerical errors in (xs, ys) and in the !(n)
i require careful rounding: typically

one loses a factor N in accuracy for each of the above transformations. This
means one has to round roughly to the order Tol$ 10s, where s is the number
of transformations performed. Obviously in a purely numerical double preci-
sion setting, the available precision of 16 digits thus will eventually limit the
attainable accuracy for singularities of high order, at least once Tol$ 10s is of
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the order of 1. This is why the mixed symbolic-numeric approach to Puiseux
expansions by Poteaux [Pot07] requires exact knowledge of the singularities
and the coe!cients of the curve and a multiprecision arithmetic. Such high
order singularities are, however, not generic and beyond the scope of our ap-
proach. The rapid growth of the degree of the polynomial f̂(x̂, ŷ) obtained via
successive transformations of the form (7) in f(x, y) = 0, and thus the size of
the matrices âkl in (1) corresponding to f̂(x̂, ŷ) on the other hand is of less
importance, since the resulting matrices are sparse (which means they have
mainly entries with value 0), and since Matlab provides e!cient algorithms
for sparse matrices.

The output (a variable called PuiExp) for the Puiseux expansions proce-

dure is written in the form [r(n), s(n)
1 ,!(n)

1 , s(n)
2 ,!(n)

2 , . . .]. For the example of
the ramphoid cusp, f(x, y) = (x2 " x + 1)y2 " 2x2y + x4 = 0, we obtain the
singular part of the Puiseux expansion at (0, 0) in the form

PuiExp =
2 4 1 1 -1
2 4 1 1 1

which coincides with the Maple result in the previous chapter. In contrast to

there, we give also the !(n)
i that di"er only by a multiplication with a root of

unity.
For the curve (4) we find

PuiExp{1} =
2.0000 3.0000 0 + 1.4142i
2.0000 3.0000 0 - 1.4142i
1.0000 4.0000 0.5000

PuiExp{2} =
4.0000 7.0000 -1.0000
4.0000 7.0000 0 + 1.0000i
4.0000 7.0000 0 - 1.0000i
4.0000 7.0000 1.0000

where the matrix PuiExp{1} corresponds to the singularity at (0, 0) ([0, 0, 1])
and the matrix PuiExp{2} to infinity ([0, 1, 0]).

4 Basis of the holomorphic di!erentials on the Riemann
Surface

It is well known (see [BK86, Noe83] or the previous chapter) that the holo-
morphic di"erentials on the Riemann surface associated to an algebraic curve
(1) can be written in the form

#k =
Pk(x, y)

fy(x, y)
dx , (8)
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where the adjoint polynomials Pk(x, y) =
"

i+j"d!3 c(k)
ij xiyj are of degree at

most d"3 in x and y. If the curve has no singular points, there are no further
conditions on the Pk and, consequently, there are g = (d"1)(d"2)/2 linearly
independent polynomials Pk. Since, as is well known, the dimension of the
space of holomorphic 1-forms is equal to the genus g of the Riemann surface,
the genus is (d " 1)(d " 2)/2 in this case.

If there are singular points, the set of which is denoted by S, there is a
number $P — called the delta invariant — of further conditions on the Pk at
a point P ! S as a consequence of the holomorphicity of the di"erentials also
at these points. The genus of the surface is given in this case by

g =
1

2
(d " 1)(d " 2) "

!

P#S

$P . (9)

We determine these conditions by substituting the singular part of the m
Puiseux expansions (6) at the singular points P = (xs, ys) into (8). As de-
scribed in the previous section this implies the transformation of both fy(x, y)
and Pk(x, y) to the coordinates x = x̃ + xs, ỹ + ys. In the denominator we
determine the lowest power of t, denoted by nD in the following.

If the singular part of the Puiseux expansion consists of one term only,
the procedure is straightforward7: we get for the di"erentials in (8) in lowest
order in t

#k &
!

i+j"d!3

#
c̃(k)
ij tNP (i,j) + o

$
tNP (i,j)

%&
dt , (10)

where NP (i, j) = ri + s1j + r " 1 " nD (r, s1 as defined in (5)). Since the
#k must be holomorphic in every coordinate chart, no negative powers in
t can arise in (10) which implies that all coe!cients in front of such terms
must vanish. If a negative power NP (i, j) appears only once in an expansion,

the corresponding c̃(k)
ij = 0. If there are several c̃(k)

ij with the same value
NP (i, j) < 0, only a linear combination of them has to vanish. Transforming

back to x and y, we obtain conditions on the coe!cients c(k)
ij . The number

of linearly independent relations of this kind at a singularity is equal to its
delta invariant. It is determined here simply by counting the conditions. For
an alternative way to determine the delta-invariant at a given point from the
Puiseux expansions alone see [Kir92] or the previous chapter.

If the singular part of the Puiseux expansion consists of several terms,
higher order expansions of Pk(x, y) and fy(x, y) in t have to be considered. To
determine the lowest power of t, denoted by tnD , in fy(x, y) we use, if necessary
several times, transformations of the form (7) as in the computation of the
Puiseux expansions described in the previous section. For the polynomials
Pk(x, y) we get in a similar way

7 For readability we omit the index (n) in (6) in the sequel; it is understood that
the procedure described below has to be repeated for each of the m inequivalent
Puiseux expansions.
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Pk =
!

i+j"d!3

j!

l1=0

l1!

l2=0

. . .

lp!2!

lp!1=0

c̃(k)
ij tNP (i,j,l1,...,lp!1)#

!j
1!

l1
2 !l2

3 . . .!lp!1
p

'
j
l1

( '
l1
l2

(
. . .

'
lp!2

lp!1

(
,

(11)

where the singular part of the Puiseux expansion (5) consists of p terms, and
where the numbers NP (i, j, l1, . . . , lp!1) = ri+js1 + l1s2+ l2s3+ . . .+ lp!1sp +
r " 1 " nD (r, s1, . . . as defined in (5)) are stored as a (p + 1)-dimensional
array. For instance, for a singular part of the form y = !1ts1(1 + !2ts2) we
obtain in (10) powers of t with the exponents NP = ri + s1j + r " 1 "
nD + s2k, k = 0, . . . j which is a 3-dimensional array in i, j and k. As above,
negative powers must not appear due to the holomorphicity condition for
the di"erentials. Thus, for a given exponent NP (i, j, l1, . . . , lp!1) < 0, the

linear combination of the corresponding c̃(k)
ij must vanish. Thus, the array of

exponents NP (i, j, l1, . . . , lp!1) in (11) also takes care of conditions for the
holomorphicity of the di"erentials at the considered singularity due to higher
order terms in the Puiseux expansions.

Singular points at infinity are treated in a completely analogous way after
the transformation x ' X/Z and y ' Y/Z to homogeneous coordinates,
which implies for (8)

#k =
Zd!3Pk(X/Z, Y/Z)

Zd!1fy(X/Z, Y/Z)
Z2d(X/Z) =

Zd!3Pk(X/Z, Y/Z)

Zd!1fy(X/Z, Y/Z)
(ZdX " XdZ) .

(12)
The powers of Z in the numerator and the denominator are chosen in a way
that both are polynomials in X , Y and Z. With X = Xs + X̃ we get for (12)

!

i+j"d!3

i!

l=0

c(k)
ij

'
i
l

(
X i!l

s X̃ lY jZd!3!i!j . (13)

The Puiseux expansions can be used as above to determine the conditions on

the c(k)
ij .

To implement the conditions on the adjoint polynomials at the singularities

in Matlab, we write the matrix c(k)
ij with i + j ( d " 3 in standard way as a

vector c of length (d " 1)(d" 2)/2. The holomorphicity of (8) at the singular
points implies relations of the form Hc = 0 where H is a ((d" 1)(d" 2)/2)#"

P#S $P matrix. Each condition on c following from (10) or (11) gives a line
in H . The first such condition found is stored as the first row of H . For each
subsequent condition found, it is checked that this new condition is linearly
independent of the already present ones in H . This is done in the following
way: if the matrix H contains M linearly independent conditions on c, the
first M rows will be non-trivial, and H has rank M . The new condition will
be tentatively added as row M +1 in H , and it will be checked if the resulting
matrix has rank M + 1. If not, the new condition is linearly dependent on
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the M conditions already stored in H , and line M + 1 will be suppressed.
At the end of this procedure, there will be

"
P#S $P non-trivial lines in this

matrix. The holomorphic di"erentials correspond to the vectors c in the kernel
of the matrix H . They are determined with the Matlab command null, where
null(H) provides an orthonormal basis for the null space of H . Notice that
for reasons of numerical accuracy we do not look for a rational basis c of the
kernel of H even in cases where such a basis exists. The polynomials Pk are

stored in the form of matrices c(k)
nm where in Matlab convention Pk(x, y) ="d!3

n,m=0 c(k)
nmxd!3!nyd!3!m, and where the first row/column has n = 0/m =

0. The code gives the matrices c(k) as c{1}, . . . , c{g}, where g is the genus of
the Riemann surface. For the curve (4), where d=7, we get

c{1} =
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

c{2} =
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0

i.e., the polynomials P1 = xy and P2 = x3. Thus, the curve has genus 2.

5 Paths for the computation of the monodromies

To compute the monodromy group of a given Riemann surface, we proceed in a
similar way as in the ‘algcurves’ package described in the previous chapter. In
Sect. 2 we have determined the discriminant points, i.e., the branch points and
singularities of a given algebraic curve, which are denoted by bi, i = 1, . . . , Nc.
In this section we construct a set of generators for the fundamental group
"1(CP 1 \ {bi}Nc

i=1): First we choose a base point a on CP 1 \ {bi}Nc

i=1. Then we
construct a set of contours %i, i = 1, . . . , Nc, i.e., closed paths in the base of
the covering starting at the base point a and going around each of the finite
discriminant points projected into the base. These contours have to generate
the fundamental group of CP 1 \{bi}Nc

i=1 as discussed in Chap. 1, see Fig. 1.14.
Numerical problems are to be expected if a contour %i comes too close to one
of the branch points or to points, where y is infinite on the algebraic curve,
i.e., to one of the problem points Pj as defined in the previous chapter. Thus,
it is necessary in the construction of the contours that all of them have a
minimal distance from all problem points.
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As in the previous chapter we determine the minimal distance & between
any two discriminant points,

& := min
i,j=1,...,Nc

i$=j

(|bi " bj|) .

We choose a radius R = '&, where 0 < ' < 0.5 for circles around these
discriminant points. For a better vectorization8 of the code we use the same
value of R for all discriminant points in contrast to the ‘algcurves’ package,
where such a radius is determined for each of them. We typically work with
values of ' between 1/3 and 1/2.1 (in Maple, the value ' = 2/5 is used). With
this value for R we define a set of points on these circles,

C±
i := bi ± R , i = 1, . . . , Nc ,

which divide each circle into two half circles. The contours %i, i = 1, . . . , Nc,
are built from these half circles and lines between the C±

i .
The general procedure to construct the contours %i is as follows: One of

the C±
i is chosen to be the base point a. This point can be either, as in the

‘algcurves’ package, the C±
i with the smallest real part, or the C±

i closest to
the arithmetic mean of the bj, j = 1, . . . , Nc. The latter is the choice here.
The discriminant points are then reordered according to an ascending order
of the arguments (i = arg(bi " a)9. Let i0 be the index of the discriminant
point, such that a is one of the two points C±

i0
. The positively oriented contour

%i0 is simply the circle around bi0 , starting and ending at a.
The contours %i for i %= i0 are constructed in the following way: one of

the points C±
i0

and one of the C±
i are connected by a straight line in such a

way that the distance between the line and bi, bi0 is maximal. Even if this
connecting line does not touch any of the circles around the other branch
points, it can enter the interior of the circles around bi or bi0 as can be seen
in Fig. 1, where the paths are drawn for the curve (4). Such a connecting line
comes closest to the branch points if the distance between it and bi or bi0 is
equal to the minimal distance &, and if |)(bi " bi0)| = R. A simple calculation
shows that the minimal distance between the above connecting line and one
of the discriminant points is in this case dc := R

*
1 " '2.

If one of the above connecting lines enters the interior of a circle around
one of the remaining problem points Pj , the contour has to be deformed as in
the Maple package: instead of the line between one of the C±

i0
and one of the

C±
i , two lines are considered between each pair of C±

i0
and C±

j , and C±
j and

C±
i . This procedure is iterated until a contour is found that stays away from

all problem points with minimal distance dc. The result of this procedure for
the curve (4) can be seen in Fig. 1.

8 This denotes the simultaneous execution of similar commands by a computer.
9 Since we use a fully numerical approach, rounding errors imply that there are no

degeneracies of these arguments.
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Fig. 1. Paths for the computation of the monodromies for the curve (4) with a
radius of the circles around the discriminant points R = 2.1 " !, where ! is the
minimal distance between any two branch points. The base point is marked with a
square.

6 Computation of monodromies and periods

As shown in Sect.1.2, an algebraic curve (1) defines an N -sheeted covering
of the Riemann sphere. This covering can be characterized by the following
data: branch points and permutations, which are called the monodromies
of the covering. To compute them we lift the basis of "1(CP 1 \ {bi}Nc

i=1), the
contours %i, i = 1, . . . , Nc, constructed in the previous section, to the covering.

Since by construction no branch point or singularity lies on the %i, there
are always N distinct roots yn in f(x, y) = 0 for a given x ! %i, i = 1, . . . , Nc.
The procedure is then similar to the one in the ‘algcurves’ package in Maple:
At the base point x = a we label the sheets and obtain a vector y(a) =
(y1(a), . . . , yN (a)) =: (A1, . . . , AN ) by solving f(a, y) = 0. If we start at a
point Ak, k = 1, . . . , N on the covering, and consider the analytic continuation
of the vector of roots y along one of the contours %i, we will in general obtain
a permutation of the components of the vector y back at the base points,

)iy := (y!i(1)(a), . . . , y!i(N)(a)) (14)

The permutation )% associated to x = + can be computed in the same way
along a contour %% with negative orientation surrounding all finite branch
points, i.e., for which we have %1%2 . . .%Nc%% = 1. Alternatively it follows
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from the permutations obtained for the finite discriminant points via the re-
lation

)% , )Nc , . . . , )1 = 1 . (15)

The group generated by the )i is called the monodromy group of the covering.

The task is thus to numerically construct the analytic continuation of the
vector y along the lifted contours %i. Since we are interested in an e!cient
computation of the Riemann matrix, we do not separate the monodromy
computation from the integration of the holomorphic di"erentials along these
contours, but do both in one go. As will be seen in the next section, not all of
these integrals are linearly independent. Our integration procedure will thus
provide more integrals than actually needed. But the e!cient vectorization
algorithms in Matlab ensure that the computation of the additional integrals
will not be time consuming. In addition, the possibility to check the validity
of identities between the computed integrals will provide strong tests of the
numerical results since the integrals are computed independently.

For the computation of the integrals of the form
) 1
!1 F(x)dx we use Gauss

integration which is known to be numerically optimal, see for instance [Tre00]
and references therein. The theoretical basis of Gauss(-Legendre) integration is
an expansion of the integrand in Legendre polynomials by a collocation method
on the Legendre points {xl}, i.e., the roots of the Legendre polynomials Pn(x)
for |x| ( 1. This means we approximate the function F(x) for |x| ( 1 by a
truncated series in Legendre polynomials: F(x) &

"Nl

k=0 akPk(x), where the
spectral coe!cients ak follow from imposing this approximation as an exact
equation at the Legendre points xl, i.e., F(xl) =

"Nl

k=0 akPk(xl), l = 0, . . . , Nl

(Nl is also called the number of modes in the computation). Consequently, we
obtain * 1

!1
F(x)dx &

Nl!

k=0

ak

* 1

!1
Pk(x)dx . (16)

An expansion of a function with respect to a system of globally smooth func-
tions on their domain is called a (pseudo-)spectral method. The computation
of the spectral coe!cients ak by inverting the matrix Pk(xl) and the integral
of the Legendre polynomials in (16) can be combined in the so-called Legendre
weights Lk, with which (16) can be written in the form

* 1

!1
F(x)dx &

Nl!

k=0

F(xk)Lk . (17)

Thus, for given function values F(xk) at the Legendre points xk and weights
Lk, the numerical approximation of the integral is just the computation of a
scalar product. The Legendre points and weights can be conveniently deter-
mined in Matlab via Trefethen’s code [Tre00, Tre]. They have to be computed
only once and are then stored for later use in the numerical integrations.
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It is known that the di"erence between a smooth function F and its spec-
tral approximation decreases with Nl faster than any power of 1/Nl, in prac-
tice exponentially with the number of modes Nl. Here we have to integrate
functions of x and y on a set of contours where the functions are analytic,
which guarantees an optimal e!ciency of the method provided the radius R
of the circles is not too small. Thus, we can reach machine precision typ-
ically with Nl ( 64. The contours consist of lines and half circles each of
which is mapped to the interval ["1, 1], where we use Gauss integration. To
reach machine precision, it is obviously necessary to know the integrand with
this precision. Therefore, we cannot analytically continue the vector y as was
done in Maple (see the previous chapter) for the monodromy computation
by solving a first order di"erential equation (to reach machine precision the
solution of a di"erential equation is not e!cient, since too many steps would
be needed). Instead we will solve the algebraic equation f(x, y) = 0 on each
collocation point xl. Since the %i, i = 1, . . . , Nc, by construction do not come
close to branch points or singularities, no multiple roots will occur. Thus, we
can use roots e!ciently to determine y. The analytic continuation is obtained
by sorting the newly computed vector components according to minimal dif-
ference with the components at the previous collocation point.

Carrying out this procedure starting from a base point Ak along some con-
tour %i, i = 1, . . . , Nc, one obtains the permutation by comparing the analytic
continuation of y along %i and y. Since y is then known at the collocation
points, the same holds for the holomorphic di"erentials there. The integrals
of the holomorphic di"erentials along %i are obtained via Gauss integration,
and the results are stored in a N # Nc # g array. The sum of integrals of a
holomorphic di"erential over all contours with the same projection into the
x-sphere must vanish. In practice this sum will not vanish because of nu-
merical errors and thus gives an indication on the quality of the numerics.
The code issues a warning if this sum is greater than the prescribed rounding
tolerance Tol. The monodromies )i are stored in an N # Nc-array. We then
check which of the discriminant points are actually branch points, i.e., have
non-trivial monodromy. The monodromy at infinity is computed via (15) from
the monodromies at the finite branch points. It could be computed via the
contour %% as in Maple to provide an additional test, but this is not done
here for reasons of numerical e!ciency.

The base point used by the code is stored in the variable base, the vector
y(a) indicating the labeling of the sheets in the variable ybase, the branch
points in bpoints, and the monodromies in the variable Mon.

For the curve (4) the code produces the base point

base =
-0.4926

ybase =
-0.5031
0.4736
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0.0296,

the branch points

bpoints =
-1.0346
-0.3197 - 0.9839i
0.8370 - 0.6081i

0
0.8370 + 0.6081i

-0.3197 + 0.9839i
Inf

and the monodromies

Mon =
1 3 1 2 1 3 2
3 2 3 1 3 2 3
2 1 2 3 2 1 1.

(18)

This example shows that going around the first branch point one ends up in
the third sheet when starting in the second and vice versa, whereas sheet one
is not a"ected.

Remark 2. The above procedure to compute monodromies and periods is in-
sensitive to the accuracy with which the branch points are computed as long
as the error in the branch points is much smaller than the radius of the circles
around the points. For numerical accuracy of the periods, it is just important
that the branch points are not close to the contours. Inaccuracies in the loca-
tions of the singular points will, however, a"ect the precision since they enter
directly the regularity conditions on the holomorphic di"erentials and thus

lead to numerical errors in the c(k)
ij .

7 Homology of a Riemann Surface

The monodromies computed in the previous section provide the necessary
information to determine a basis for the homology on a Riemann surface. We
use as in the ‘algcurves’ package (see Chap. 2) the algorithm by Tretko" and
Tretko" [TT84] to construct such a basis.

The first step in this construction is the identification of the points on
the covering belonging to more than one sheet, i.e., the points, where the
branching number defined in Sect. 1.3 is di"erent from zero. To this end
one has to identify the cycles10 within the permutations in the monodromies

10 We apologize for the dual use of the word cycle here, for a cycle in permutations
and for a closed path; unfortunately cycle denotes di!erent things in di!erent
parts of mathematics which are both relevant here.
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computed in the previous section. This is simply done by determining for
each discriminant point with non-trivial monodromy, i.e., each branch point,
the sheets which are permuted whilst encircling this point. The permuted
sheets form the cycles within the permutation. They are identified as follows:
the monodromies are given as permutations of the vector (1, 2, . . . , N). For
each permutation vector the code identifies the components which are not
in the order (1, 2, . . . , N). For the first such component, it goes to the sheet
indicated by this component, then to the next indicated by the component in
the vectors there, until the starting point for the procedure is reached again.
This identifies the first cycle. For the first vector in the example (18), the first
permuted component corresponds to the second sheet. The 3 there indicates
that going around this point in the second sheet, one ends up in the third.
The third component of the permutation vector is a 2, the sheet where this
cycle (2, 3) started.

If not all permuted sheets appear in the first cycle identified in this way,
the procedure is repeated for the remaining permuted sheets until all per-
mutation cycles are determined. Each such cycle corresponds to one of the
NB ramification points on the covering and is labelled by Bi, i = 1, . . . , NB,
where it is possible that several such points have the same projection onto
the complex plane. From the number ni of elements in the permutation cycle
we obtain the branching number *i = ni " 1. The Riemann-Hurwitz formula
(see Chap. 1) then allows the computation of the genus:

g =
1

2

NB!

i=1

*i + 1 " N . (19)

Since the determination of the genus via monodromies is completely inde-
pendent from the genus computation via the dimension of the space of the
holomorphic 1-forms, this provides a strong test for the code. A failure in this
test results in an error which typically indicates that the branch points and
singularities were not correctly identified by multroot. For the curve (4) we
find that all branch points on the covering connect exactly two sheets except
for the one above infinity (3 sheets). The genus is thus 2 in accordance with
the results for the holomorphic 1-form

We will briefly give the ingredients of the Tretko"-Tretko" algorithm used
to determine the homology. This is just a planar version of the Tretko"-
Tretko" tree constructed on the covering and discussed in Chap. 2. For details
and proofs the reader is referred to [TT84]. The algorithm constructs a span-
ning tree connecting the points Aj on the covering starting from {A1} with
the points {Bi}. We list below a set of rules to construct the tree that will
consist of several branches:

1. Start with A1 and connect A1 to all Bi in the first sheet. The Bi have to
be arranged on the tree with increasing index i. This leads to a first set
of branches in the tree starting at A1 and ending at the respective Bi.
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2. Connect all Bi at the open branch ends to all Aj that can be reached
directly from this Bi, except for those that are already present on the
considered branch. If several Aj can be reached in this way from one of
the Bi, the Aj-ends have to be arranged in the tree in the order indicated
by the corresponding permutation cycle.

3. Starting from the branch ends containing the Bi with smallest index i,
terminate the branches at Aj which occur more than once on the tree.

4. Continue all not terminated branches to the Bk not yet on this branch
that can be reached from the respective Aj . Arrange them in ascending
order of the indices starting with the one following the index i of the last
Bi in the considered branch. If index NB is reached, one has to continue
with 1.

5. Starting from the branch ends containing the Bi with smallest index i,
terminate the branches at Bi which occur more than once on the tree.

6. Repeat steps 2.-5. until all branches are terminated.

In [TT84] it is proven that the resulting tree has 4g+2N"2 branches. For the
example of the monodromies (18) this procedure leads to the tree in Fig. 2.

Q5

A2

B6

B5

B2

B4

A2

B7

B1

B3

A2

A1

B6

B7

B3
B1
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A2

A3

P1

P2

P3
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P5

P6

Q4

Q2

Q3
Q1

A3

Q6

Fig. 2. Tretko!-Tretko! planar graph for the curve (4). The intersection numbers
are obtained by following the dashed cycle as explained in the text.
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The Tretko"-Tretko" algorithm allows to identify non-trivial closed cycles
on the Riemann surface and to compute intersection numbers between them.
To this end one identifies the end piece BpAq of the planar graph (denoted
by Pk), k = 1, . . . , 2g + N " 1, with the end piece AqBp (denoted by Qk)
which leads to a closed cycle ck on the surface. In total, one thus obtains
2g + N " 1 cycles. Since the homology on a Riemann surface of genus g
has dimension 2g, the cycles cannot be all linearly independent. To find a
canonical basis as defined in Chap. 1, one has to compute the intersection
matrix K for the obtained 2g + N " 1 cycles. This is straightforward to do
from the planar graph: the intersection indices of the contours are replaced
by intersection indices of the corresponding chords [Pi, Qi]. Therefore, the
intersection matrix is computed as follows: draw a closed contour in the planar
graph going through all branch ends BpAq and AqBp (see for instance the
dashed line in Fig. 2). To obtain the entries of the intersection matrix for the
first cycle (the one corresponding to [P1, Q1]) one goes along this contour in
positive direction from P1 to Q1. Each branch end Pi crossed on the way is
counted as an intersection with value +1 of the first cycle with the ith, each
end with Qi as an intersection with value "1. It was shown in [TT84] that
the resulting matrix has rank 2g. For the example shown in Fig. 2 for the
curve (4) we obtain the intersection matrix:

K =
0 0 0 -1 -1 -1
0 0 1 -1 0 -1
0 -1 0 0 -1 0
1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 -1 0 0
1 1 0 -1 0 0.

This matrix can be transformed to the canonical form

!K!T =

+

,
0g Ig 0g,N!1

"Ig 0g 0g,N!1

0N!1,g 0N!1,g 0N!1,N!1

-

. , (20)

where ! is a (2g + N " 1) # (2g + N " 1)-matrix with integer entries and
det! = ±1, 0g is the g # g zero matrix, Ig is the g # g identity matrix, and
0i,j the i# j zero matrix. The canonical basis of the homology of the surface
is given by the cycles ai and bi:

ai =
2g+N!1!

j=1

!ijcj , bi =
2g+N!1!

j=1

!i+g,jcj , i = 1, . . . , g , (21)

where cj are the 2g + N " 1 closed contours obtained from the planar graph.
The remaining cycles are homologous to zero,

0 =
2g+N!1!

j=1

!ijcj , i = 2g + 1, . . . , 2g + N " 1 . (22)
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For the curve (4), the code produces

acycle{1} =
1 4 2 3 3 2 1

acycle{2} =
1 4 2 1 3 2 1

bcycle{1} =
1 6 3 2 1

bcycle{2} =
2 3 3 2 3 5 2,

where acycle{i} corresponds to ai, and bcycle{i} to bi. These numbers are
to be read in the following way: The numbers at odd positions in the cycle
correspond to the indices j of Aj , j = 1, . . . , N , the numbers at the even
positions to the indices i of the Bi, i = 1, . . . , NB. In the above example,
the cycle b1 starts in the first sheet, goes around B6 to end in the third
sheet, then around B2 to come back to the first sheet. The code can give
more detailed information on the Tretko"-Tretko" tree and the cycles ck,
k = 1, . . . , 2g + N " 1, as an option (it is stored in the variable cycle in the
code tretko"alg.m).

Relations (21) allow the computation of the periods of the holomorphic
di"erentials from the integrals along the contours %i used for the monodromy
computation. The cycles ck, k = 1, . . . , 2g+N"1, are equivalent to a sequence
of contours %i. Thus, using (21) and the integrals of the holomorphic di"er-
entials along the contours %i, we get the a- and b-periods of the holomorphic
di"erentials, the matrices A and B, respectively. The Riemann matrix B as
defined in Chap. 1 is then given by

B = A!1B. (23)

Since the Riemann matrix must be symmetric, the asymmetry of the com-
puted matrix is a strong test for the numerical accuracy. A warning is re-
ported if the asymmetry is greater than the prescribed tolerance. Similarly
it is checked whether the periods along the cycles (22) homologous to zero
vanish with the same accuracy. For the curve (4) the code finds the Riemann
matrix

RieMat =
0.3090 + 0.9511i 0.5000 - 0.3633i
0.5000 - 0.3633i -0.3090 + 0.9511i.

For a more compact representation we give only 4 digits here though 16 are
available internally. The Matlab norm (the largest singular value11) of B"BT

11 The singular-value decomposition of an m # n-matrix M with complex entries
is given by M = U"V †; here U is an m # m unitary matrix, V † denotes the
conjugate transpose of V , an n # n unitary matrix, and the m # n matrix " is
diagonal (as defined for a rectangular matrix); the non-negative numbers on the
diagonal of " are called the singular values of M .
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and the same norm of the periods along the cycles (22) are of the order of
10!7 with just 16 modes, and of the order of 10!15 with 64 modes. We will
discuss the performance of the code in more detail in the next section.

8 Performance of the code

As already mentioned, the exponential decrease of the error in the computa-
tion of the periods with the number Nl of Legendre polynomials is a general
feature of spectral methods. The numerical error we will study here in more
detail is defined as the maximum of the Matlab norm of the antisymmetric
part of the numerically computed Riemann matrix and the same norm of the
right hand sides of (22). The resulting variable is denoted by err. For the
curve (4) we get the values for err shown in Fig. 3. The plot is typical for
spectral methods: one can see the exponential decrease of the error (an essen-
tially linear decrease in a log-log plot) and the saturation of the error once
machine precision is reached, here at 10!14.

3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8

−14

−12
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log2 Nl
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g 10

 e
rr

Fig. 3. Numerical error err as defined in the text for the curve (4) (stars) and the
curve (24) (diamonds).

For the curve (4) machine precision is reached with just 32 polynomials.
A more demanding test for the code is provided by the curve

f(x, y) = y9 + 2x2y6 + 2x4y3 + x6 + y2 = 0, (24)
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which is a nine-sheeted genus 16 covering of the sphere with 42 finite branch
points and two singular points (0, 0, 1) and (1,0,0). What makes this curve
computationally demanding is the fact that the minimal distance between
the branch points is just 0.018. The dependence of the error on the number of
Legendre polynomials is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that machine precision
is reached with just 128 polynomials.

It is di!cult to compare timings in Matlab and Maple from a theoreti-
cal point of view since both are programming languages that can use both
embedded and interpreted, i.e., not precompiled code. Thus, the found com-
puting timings depend largely on how much a code makes use of precompiled
commands. In addition the timings given by Maple and Matlab are strongly
dependent on the used processor. But the timings have a practical value in the
sense that they give an indication which kind of problems can be solved by
the respective code on which timescales. The computation times given below
have been obtained on a Macbook Pro with 1.8GHz. The computation of the
Riemann matrix for the curve (4) with 16 polynomials takes roughly 0.3s in
Matlab to reach err = 3$10!7. On the same computer, the Maple ‘algcurves’
package takes roughly 13s to achieve the same accuracy. To reach an error of
the order of 10!13, we need in Matlab 32 polynomials which takes roughly 0.5s
(Normally the code uses Nl = 64, but this can be changed by the user). The
same precision can be reached in Maple by setting the variable Digits := 15.
With this setting the computation takes roughly 35s. Thus, the di"erence in
computing time is more than an order of magnitude which implies that dif-
ferent sorts of problems can be studied in Matlab: curves of higher genus or
families of curves to explore their modular properties. The computation of
the Riemann matrix for the curve (24) takes for instance roughly 30s with 64
polynomials (err - 10!8).

It is interesting to know for which operations the computation time in
Matlab is used. Again the above mentioned restrictions on the significance
of Matlab timings apply, but here we are mainly interested in the practical
aspect. In addition we used the vectorization algorithms in Matlab as much
as possible to obtain an e!cient code. For the Riemann matrix of the curve
(4) computed with 64 polynomials we find that 67% of the time is used for
the analytic continuation of y along the contours and the computation of the
integrals. These 67% of the total computing time are distributed on the fol-
lowing tasks: 20% are used to solve the algebraic equation via roots. Almost
50% of the time are taken for the sorting of the found values for y(xn) in
order to provide minimal di"erences to y(xn!1), i.e., to obtain an analytic
continuation of the sheets. The Gauss integration, which is just a matrix mul-
tiplication in this implementation, only takes negligible computation time.
Other main contributions to the computing time are the identification of the
branch points and singularities of the algebraic curve via multroot (12.7% of
the total computing time) and the identification of the holomorphic di"eren-
tials via Puiseux expansions (6.8%). The distribution of computing time to
the di"erent numerical tasks necessary to obtain the Riemann matrix for an
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algebraic curve depends of course on the studied example. The above consid-
erations indicate, however, where the main allocation of the computational
resources is to be expected.

In the previous examples, the main numerical problems were related to
the computation of the monodromies of the algebraic curve. Here di!culties
arise if the branch points are ‘very close’ to each other, i.e., & . 1. If a curve
has singularities where the singular part of the Puiseux expansion consists of
many terms, rounding problems occur as mentioned in Sect. 3. For instance
the curve

f(x, y) = ((y3 + x2)2 + x3y2)2 + x7y3 = 0 (25)

has a singularity at (0, 0, 1), where the singular part of the Puiseux expansion
consists of 3 terms. In this case the rounding errors in the Puiseux coe!cients
introduce errors in the conditions on the adjoint polynomials (the delta in-
variant is 43 at this point) and thus in the di"erentials. These errors are of
the order of 10!5 which is also the value for the numerical error err in this
case. The error does not get smaller if a higher number of Legendre polyno-
mials and thus a higher numerical resolution is used since it is independent
of the monodromy computation. Such non-generic singularities (which need
high-order Puiseux expansions to be resolved) impose as expected limitations
on the applicability of a purely numerical approach.

9 Hyperelliptic surfaces

So far we have treated general algebraic curves within the limitations imposed
by a fully numerical approach. In this section we will present a special code
for the important subclass of hyperelliptic curves that has many applications
in the theory of integrable systems.

In the previous section, the qualitative study of the distribution of compu-
tation time in the present approach to algebraic curves revealed that most of
this time is needed to analytically continue the solutions y(x) of f(x, y) = 0,
and to identify the critical points of the curve and the holomorphic di"er-
entials. Thus, an additional and decisive gain in speed is to be expected in
cases, where the algebraic equation f(x, y) = 0 can be solved analytically.
An important example of this kind are hyperelliptic curves, since they appear
in the context of algebro-geometric solutions of various integrable equations
such as KdV, NLS and Ernst equations. These have many applications in
the theory of hydrodynamics, fiber optics and gravitation, see for instance
[BBE+94, KR05] and references therein.

The equation for a hyperelliptic curve +g of genus g can be written in the
form

y2 =
g+1/

i=1

(x"Ei)(x"Fi) =: P2g+2(x) , Ei, Fi ! C , i = 1, . . . , g+1 , (26)
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if the curve is not branched at infinity, and as y2 = P2g+1(x), where P2g+1(x)
is a polynomial of degree 2g + 1 in x, if it is branched at infinity. A basis for
the space of the holomorphic di"erentials is given by (see Chap. 1):

, =

'
dx

y
,
xdx

y
, . . . ,

xg!1dx

y

(
. (27)

There is a standard way to choose a canonical basis for the homology of a
hyperelliptic surface as follows: We introduce on +g a canonical basis of cycles
(ak, bk), k = 1, . . . , n as in Fig. 4. The cycle ai encircles the cut [Ei+1, Fi+1]
for i = 1, . . . , g (if the curve is branched at infinity, we put Fg+1 = +).

The cuts [Ei, Fi], i = 1, . . . , g + 1 are chosen in a way not to cross each
other. The branch points are supposed to be separated within the numerical
resolution, i.e., the minimal distance between any two points should not be
smaller than 10!14. For general curves, the branch points had to be clearly
separated, and the code gives a warning, if the minimal distance between
branch points is smaller than 10!3. For the hyperelliptic curves studied in this
section, we explicitly allow for the fact that the branch points almost coincide
pairwise, |Ei " Fi| = 10!14 for any i = 2, . . . , g + 1. The limit Ei ' Fi,
i = 2, . . . , g + 1 is known in the theory of algebro-geometric solutions to
integrable equations as the solitonic limit. In this limit, the periods in the
almost periodic solutions diverge and solitons appear. The canonical basis of
the homology in Fig. 4 is adapted to this limit in the sense that the a-cycles
surround the double points appearing in the solitonic limit.

1F 2E 2F g+1E g+1F
1E

1b
1a ga

gb

Fig. 4. Canonical cycles.

For the computation, we use the fact (see e.g. [BBE+94]) that the periods
of the holomorphic di"erentials can be expressed in terms of integrals along
the cuts. For the a-periods, one has

0
ai

,k = 2
) Fi+1

Ei+1
,k, whereas the b-periods

are sums of the integrals "2
) Ei+1

Fi
,k, i, k = 1, . . . , g,. All these integrals are to

be taken along the side of the cut in the upper sheet. From a numerical point
of view, the disadvantage of an integration along the cut is that unavoidable
numerical errors would lead to almost random sign changes of the root y
in the integrals of (27). To overcome this problem, the integration path is
taken parallel to the cut and displaced towards the upper sheet by some small
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distance $, which is chosen to be of the order of the rounding error (10!14).
Since $ is smaller than machine precision, the results will be numerically
indistinguishable from the ones obtained by a direct integration along the
cut. But the finite distance to the cut allows to e"ectively avoid unwanted
sign changes of y due to numerical errors.

For the analytical continuation of y along the cycles in Fig. 4, we also
use contours that almost coincide with the cuts, i.e., rectangles around the
cuts with a distance $ to the cut. The advantage of this choice is that the
cycles are geometrically simple, and that they do not come close to the other
cuts. Thus, the cycle ai is chosen as the rectangle with the sides z = Ei+1 +
(Fi+1 " Ei+1)t ± i$ exp(iarg(Fi+1 " Ei+1)), t ! ["$, 1 + $], $ & 10!14, which
gives the two lines parallel to the cut at a distance $ to it, and the two lines
connecting the neighboring end points of these lines. The b-cycles are built
from analogous rectangles around [Fi, Ei+1].

For the analytic continuation of y along these cycles, we fix a base
point a near the branch point E1 with smallest negative real part. At this
point the sheets are labelled in the usual way, y1,2 = ±

1
P2g+1(a) or

y1,2 = ±
1

P2g+2(a). We then determine this square root for x-values between
a and E1 + $. This is done for a vector v = (x1, . . . , xNl

), where x1 = a and
xNl

= E1 +$ (for simplicity we use the same number of points as in the Gauss
integration), which leads to a vector u =

1
P2g+2(v) or u =

1
P2g+1(v) in the

upper sheet, where the square root is understood to be taken component-wise
as in Matlab (this is done in a vectorized way). The built-in square root in
Matlab is branched along the negative real axis. This implies that the com-
puted u might change sign on the way from a to E1+$. The square root we are
interested in is, however, only branched at the cuts [Ei, Fi], i = 1, . . . , g+1. To
construct it from the computed Matlab root, we have to ensure that for each
component un of u the absolute value of the di"erence to un!1 is smaller than
the one to "un!1, i.e., |un + un!1| > |un " un!1|. If this is not the case, this
indicates a sign change in the Matlab root, and one has to change the sign of
un. Notice that Nl has to be large enough to allow for a unique identification
of the sheets in this way. The above procedure is then continued along the a-
and b-cycles. The numerical precision is not very high for this procedure since
we come close to the branch points, where y vanishes, but it is su!cient to
determine the correct sign, which is the purpose of this procedure.

To compute the periods of the holomorphic di"erentials for the above
canonical basis of the homology, we will again use Gauss integration. For
an e!cient use of this method, the integrands have to be smooth, which is
not the case because the integration contour comes close to branch points
where the integrands (27) proportional to 1/y have square root singularities.
The situation is even worse close to the solitonic limit where the branch points
almost coincide. The idea is to use substitutions in the period integrals leading
to a smooth integrand. To determine the a-periods, we use for the cycle ai!1

the relation
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x =
Ei + Fi

2
+

Fi " Ei

2
cosh t , i = 2, . . . , g , t ! [0, i"] . (28)

The sign of y in the integrand (27) is fixed as described in the last paragraph.
After the transformation t = i"(1 + l)/2, l ! ["1, 1], the integral is computed
by Gauss quadrature. This also works in situations close to the solitonic limit.

To treat the b-periods in this case, we take care of the fact that Ei & Fi

in the solitonic limit. To obtain smooth integrands near Ei and Fi as well as
Ei+1 and Fi+1, we split the integral from Fi to Ei+1 into two integrals from
Fi to (Fi + Ei+1)/2 and from (Fi + Ei+1)/2 to Ei+1. In the former case we
use the substitution

x =
Ei + Fi

2
+

Fi " Ei

2
cosh t , t !

2
0, arcosh

Ei+1 " Ei

Fi " Ei

3
, (29)

and in the latter

x =
Ei+1 + Fi+1

2
+

Fi+1 " Ei+1

2
cosh t , t !

2
0, arcosh

Fi " Fi+1

Ei+1 " Fi+1

3
. (30)

These substitutions lead to a regular integrand even in situations close to the
solitonic limit. After a linear transformation t = i"(1 + l)/2, l ! ["1, 1], the
integrals are computed by Gauss quadrature.

The accuracy of the numerical method can be checked as before via the
antisymmetric part of the computed Riemann matrix or the vanishing of inte-
grals along trivial cycles. The exponential convergence of spectral methods is
observed in this case as discussed in Sect. 8 up to minimal distances between
the branch points of the order of 10!14 (see for instance [FK06] and the ex-
amples in Sect. 11, where at most 128 modes are used). Thus, the solitonic
limit can be reached numerically with machine precision.

10 Theta functions

Theta functions are a convenient tool to work with meromorphic functions on
Riemann surfaces. We define them as an infinite series.

Definition 1. Let B be a g # g Riemann matrix. The theta function with
characteristic [p,q] is defined as

-pq(z,B) =
!

N#Zg

exp {i" /B (N + p) ,N + p0 + 2"i /z + q,N + p0} , (31)

with z ! Cg and p, q ! Cg, where /·, ·0 denotes the Euclidean scalar product
/N, z0 =

"g
i=1 Nizi.

The properties of the Riemann matrix ensure that the series converges ab-
solutely and that the theta function is an entire function on Cg. A character-
istic is called singular if the corresponding theta function vanishes identically.
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Of special importance are half-integer characteristics with 2p, 2q ! Zg. A half-
integer characteristic is called even if 4/p,q0 = 0 mod 2 and odd otherwise.
Theta functions with odd (even) characteristic are odd (even) functions of the
argument z. The theta function with characteristic is related to the Riemann
theta function -, the theta function with zero characteristic - := -00, via

-pq(z,B) = -(z + Bp + q) exp {i" /Bp,p0 + 2"i /p, z + q0} . (32)

The theta function has the periodicity properties

-pq(z + ej) = e2"ipj-pq(z) , -pq(z + Bej) = e!2"i(zj+qj)!i"Bjj-pq(z) ,
(33)

where ej is a vector in Rg consisting of zeros except for a 1 in jth position.
In the computation of the theta function we will always use the periodicity
properties (33). This allows us to write an arbitrary vector z ! Cg in the form
z = ẑ+N+BM with N,M ! Zg, where ẑ is a vector in the fundamental cell
of the Jacobian, and to compute -(ẑ,B) instead of -(z,B) (they are identical
up to an exponential factor). In the following we will always assume that z is
in this fundamental cell.

The theta series (31) for the Riemann theta function (theta functions with
characteristic follow from (32)) is approximated as the sum

-(z|B) -
N!!

N1=!N!

. . .
N!!

Ng=!N!

exp {i" /BN,N0 + 2"i /z,N0} . (34)

The value of N# is determined by the condition that terms in the series (31)
for ni > N#, i = 1, . . . , g have absolute values strictly smaller than some
threshold value . which is typically taken to be of the order of 10!16. To
obtain an estimate for N#, we write

B = X + iY , z = x + iy , (35)

where X,Y,x,y are real. We can separate the terms in (34) into purely os-
cillatory terms with absolute value 1 and real exponentials,

-(z|B) -
N!!

N1=!N!

. . .
N!!

Ng=!N!

exp {"" /YN,N0 " 2" /y,N0}# F , (36)

where F = exp {i" /XN,N0 + 2"i /x,N0} is a purely oscillatory factor. Since
B is a Riemann matrix, Y is a real symmetric matrix with strictly positive
eigenvalues, i.e., there exists a special orthogonal matrix O such that

OYOt = diag(/1, . . . ,/g) (37)

with 0 < /1 ( . . . ( /g. Thus, we can write (36) in the form
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-(z|B) -
N!!

N1=!N!

. . .
N!!

Ng=!N!

g/

k=1

exp
#
""(/kÑ2

k + 2ỹkÑk)
&
# F , (38)

where ỹ = Oy and Ñ = ON. Then the condition on N# is that the absolute
value of all terms with |ni| > N# in (36) is strictly smaller than ., i.e.,

exp
4
""/1N

2
# ± 2"ỹ1N#

5
< . . (39)

Since z is in the fundamental cell of the Jacobian, we can assume without loss
of generality that ỹi ( /i/2. This and (38) implies for N#

N# >
1

2
+

6
1

4
" ln .

"/1
. (40)

For a more sophisticated analysis of theta summations see [DHB+04]. In cases
where the eigenvalues are such that /g//1 1 1, a summation over a region
in the (n1, . . . , ng)-space delimited by an ellipse as in [DHB+04] rather than
over a hypercube will be more e!cient. The summation (38) over the hyper-
cube has, however, the advantage that it can be implemented in Matlab for
arbitrary genus whilst making full use of Matlab’s vectorization algorithms
outlined below. Thus, a summation over an ellipse would be only more e!-
cient in terms of computation time for very extreme ratios of the eigenvalues
of Y. Instead of summing over an ellipse, in such a case we use a Matlab
implementation [FK09] of the Siegel transformation from [DHB+04] to treat
symplectically equivalent matrices Y with ratios of /g//1 close to 1 and a
smallest eigenvalue /1 of the order 1.

To compute the theta functions we make again use of Matlab’s e!cient
way to handle matrices. We generate a g-dimensional array containing all
(2N# + 1)g possible index combinations and thus all components in the sum
(34) which is then summed. To illustrate this we consider the simple example
of genus 2 with N# = 2. In this case, the summation indices are arranged in a
(2N# + 1) # (2N# + 1)-matrices. Each of these matrices (denoted by N1 and
N2) contains 2N# +1 copies of the vector "(2N# +1), . . . , 2N# +1. The matrix
N2 is the transposed matrix of N1. Explicitly, we have for N# = 2

N1 =

+

7777,

2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0
"1 "1 "1 "1 "1
"2 "2 "2 "2 "2

-

8888.
, N2 =

+

7777,

2 1 0 "1 "2
2 1 0 "1 "2
2 1 0 "1 "2
2 1 0 "1 "2
2 1 0 "1 "2

-

8888.
. (41)

The terms in the sum (34) can thus be written in matrix form:

exp

9
2i"

'
1

2
N1 0N1B11 + N1 0N2B12 +

1

2
N2 0N2B22

+N1 0 z1 + N2 0 z2)}
, (42)
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where the operation N1 0 N2 denotes that each entry of N1 is multiplied
with the corresponding entry of N2. Thus, the argument of exp in (42) is
a (2N# + 1) # (2N# + 1)-dimensional matrix. Furthermore, the exponential
function is understood to act not on the matrix but on each of its entries
individually, producing a matrix of the same size. The approximate value of
the theta function is then obtained by summing up all the entries of the matrix
(42).

The most time consuming operations in the computation of the theta
functions are the determination of the bilinear terms in (42) involving the
Riemann matrix. The limiting factor here is the size of the arrays which is
limited to 231 " 1 components on a 32 bit computer.

11 Hyperelliptic Solutions to nonlinear Schrödinger
equations

An important application of Riemann surfaces and theta functions are almost
periodic solutions to completely integrable partial di"erential equations. As an
example we will consider in this section solutions to the nonlinear Schrödinger
equations (NLS) which are given in terms of multi-dimensional theta functions
on hyperelliptic Riemann surfaces.

The focusing (& = "1) and defocusing (& = 1) NLS equations

i1t + 1xx " 2&|1|21 = 0 , x, t ! R, 1 ! C , (43)

have important applications, for instance in nonlinear fiber optics and hydro-
dynamics. The complete integrability of the equations was shown by Zakharov
and Shabat [ZS72]. Almost periodic solutions can be constructed on hyperel-
liptic Riemann surfaces, see [BBE+94] for further details and references. The
hyperelliptic curves of genus g appearing in the context of the NLS equations
are real, i.e., in the defining equation for the algebraic curve

y2 =
g+1/

i=1

(z " Ei)(z " Fi) =: z2g+2 " S1z
2g+1 + z2gS2 + . . . , (44)

the branch points Ei and Fi are either all real (for the defocusing case) or
pairwise complex conjugate, Ei = F̄i, i = 1, . . . , g + 1 (for the focusing case).
The hyperelliptic solutions to the NLS equation can be written in the form

1(x, t) = A
2(iVx + iWt " D + r)

2(iVx + iWt " D)
exp("iEx + iNt) ; (45)

here 2 is the theta function associated to the curve (44), D ! Cg is an ar-

bitrary constant vector, r =
) %+

%! #, where # is the vector of normalized
(
0

ai
#j = $ij , i, j = 1, . . . , g) holomorphic di"erentials, A = C

*
#0 with C a
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complex constant, and the remaining quantities are defined via the integrals
of meromorphic di"erentials d3i normalized by the condition of vanishing
a-periods, and with single pole at infinity; the behavior of the integrals at
infinity is given by the relations (P & +±)

31(P ) = ±(x " E/2 + o(1)),

32(P ) = ±(2x2 + N/2 + o(1)), (46)

33(P ) = ±(lnx " (1/2) ln#0 + o(1));

the vectors V and W are the b-periods of 31 and 32, respectively.
To be more specific we introduce the basis of the homology shown in Fig. 4

and choose 3i(E1) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. The reality conditions imply that E, N
and #0 are real in the focusing and defocusing case. In the latter case, #0 is
positive, B is purely imaginary, and V, W and r are real. We have A = 2

*
#0

up to a complex phase and D purely imaginary (up to lattice vectors). In the
focusing case #0 is negative, the vectors V, W and the diagonal part of B
are purely imaginary. Furthermore, we have for the non-diagonal entries of B
that B̄ij = Bij +1, and r̄i = ri +1. This implies A = 2

*
"#0 up to a complex

phase and D purely imaginary (up to lattice vectors).
To get explicit expressions for g 2 2, we write the holomorphic di"erentials

in the form #i =
"g

j=1 cij,j , i = 1, . . . , g, where , is given in (27), and

d33 = xgdx/y +
"g

j=1 c3
j,j , which implies with the symmetric functions Si

defined in (44)

Vi = 2cig, Wi = 4

'
ci(g!1) + cig

S1

2

(
, (47)

and

E = S1 + 2c3
g, N = "2

'
2c3

g!1 +
3

4
S2

1 " S2 + S1c
3
g

(
. (48)

The formulae (47) and (48) also hold in the elliptic case, if we formally put
quantities with index 0 equal to zero. For #0 we use the expression

#0 =

'
D%+2&(0)

22&(r)

(2

, (49)

where 2& is a theta function with an arbitrary non-singular odd characteristic,
and where DP-(z) :=

"g
i=1 #i(P )4zi-(z).

11.1 Solitonic limit in the defocusing case

As already briefly mentioned in Sect. 9 (for details see for instance [BBE+94]),
solitonic solutions can be obtained for many integrable equations from finite
gap solutions by degenerating the Riemann surface as follows: for the defocus-
ing case one starts (see [BBE+94]) with a surface with a real cut ["!,!] (from
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"! via minus infinity to !). The remaining branch points collapse to double
points which are chosen to be in the interval ["!,!]. To obtain nontrivial
solutions, the vector D has to contain half periods,

Di =
1

2
Bii + 25i, (50)

where 5i remains finite on the degenerate surface, but is otherwise arbitrary. If
we choose )5i = 0, the reality conditions for the defocusing case are satisfied.
The resulting solitons do not tend to zero at infinity and are thus dark solitons,
i.e., they represent dark regions propagating on a background of light. In the
focusing case, the situation is more involved and will not be discussed here,
see [BBE+94].

11.2 Examples for the defocusing NLS

In the defocusing case, we consider solutions which lead to solitons in the
degenerate case as described above. We show a typical genus 2 solution in
Fig. 5 for the Riemann surface with branch points "3,"2,"2 + ., 1, 1 + ., 3
and . = 1; here and in the following we put u = |1|2.

In the limit . ' 0 in this example one ends up with the 2-soliton solution
which can be seen for . = 10!14 in Fig. 6. Visibly the solution does not tend
to zero for x ' +.

A similar situation as in genus 2 is studied on a surface of genus 6 with
branch points

"5,"3,"3 + .,"2,"2 + .,"1,"1 + ., 1, 1 + ., 2, 2 + ., 3, 3 + ., 5.

The corresponding solution for . = 0.5 can be seen in Fig. 7. The almost
periodic character of the solution is obvious from the figure. By degenerating
this surface (. ' 0) we obtain a 6-soliton solution which is shown for . = 10!14

in Fig. 8.

11.3 Examples for the focusing NLS

A typical example for genus 2 is shown in Fig. 9 on the surface with the branch
points

"2 + i,"1 + i, 1 + i,"2 " i,"1 " i, 1 " i.

Similarly a genus 6 solution for the Riemann surface with branch points

"3+i,"2+i,"1+i, i, 1+i, 2+i, 3+i,"3" i,"2" i,"1" i,"i, 1" i, 2" i, 3" i

is shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 5. Almost periodic solution to the defocusing NLS equation on a genus 2
surface.
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